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CHAPTER XI 


HOUSING AND TOWN PLANNING IN RECENT PROGRESS 


Eutopia in progress : developments of recent years in England, 


Germany, etc. 


Metropolitan improvements, of Athens, and next of Dublin. Rise 


of municipal life and leaders. Constructive progress in British cities 


and in American ones, yet limitations persistent. The housing situa-


tion in Canada and Australia. 


Phases of progress in India. 


Home politics turning towards city betterment : corresponding call 


for fuller knowledge, and its diffusion. 


EUTOPIA, Limited, is thus becoming established, both 


as regards housing and town planning : and though we 


cannot here attempt to report on these great move-


ments, for which a whole volume would be needed 


(one, happily, soon out of date), some estimate of 


progress in these leading directions may be outlined. 
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First of all, then, let us once more recognise that 


along with the Housing movement, and beyond its 


main phases, which were sketched out in Chapter VII., 


we have fairly entered upon a larger and more com-


prehensive recovery of town planning : as also that 


for this impulse we peculiarly owe gratitude to the 


example of Germany, whose greater civic traditions 


and whose later and far less acute paleotechnic develop-


ments, along with more adequate education technical, 
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scientific, and cultural alike have on the whole been 


making her transition to the higher neotechnic order 


of industry more speedy, natural, and effective than it 


is as yet in the English-speaking world. Such warm 


appreciations and frank admissions have not in the 


least prevented us from recognising, as in Chaps. IX. 


and X., the limitations of German town planning, nor 


from valuing those superiorities of our own cottage 
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homes and garden villages and suburbs, which Germans 


are now as frankly visiting and learning from in their 


turn. For it is just in such countries, whose village 


life has so largely suffered from ages and crises of war 


beyond number, that we find, alike from the historic 


and the rural standpoint, a more vivid appreciation 


than we have ourselves of this present renascence 


and readaptation of the English village, since this 


in its way is often, thanks to its long-continued peace, 


the most beautiful the world can show. Here in this 


renewal, in fact, is the foremost recent advance of 


England, and the best gift to civilisation she is at 


present offering ; one peculiarly helpful, encouraging, 


and suggestive alike to war-beaten countries like 


most Continental ones, like Scotland and Ireland un-


happily also, as well as towards amending the paleo-


technic confusion of old and new world alike. 


Hence once more returning to Garden Suburbs, and 


this time reviewing their progress in the first three 


years after the passage of Mr Burns's Act, their progress 


has been going on encouragingly as compared with 


earlier years of the movement, though still slowly 
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in view of the populations to be reached. As the 


report for the Garden Cities Association for 1913 


conveniently sums up for us, in that year some 


twenty-five new schemes were set on foot, covering 


1500 acres with new buildings, with maximum of 


twelve houses per acre, thus providing in that year 


for an ultimate population of 90,000. The total area 


now comprised in the schemes is over 15,000 acres, 


planned to house some 300,000 people. The same 
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area, developed in the ordinary style, would have a 


population of between one and a half and three 


millions. These schemes are on various scales of 


density, the 4500 acres at Letchworth providing for 


only 35,000, practically the same as for Hampstead 


with its 700 acres. The total population of the estates 


at present is 11,000 in 4500 houses. 2500 acres are 


fully built. Upon land and houses about three and a 


half millions have been spent, co-partnership societies 


accounting for about a million of this. Every 


company started last year has been registered under 


the Acts necessary to obtain Government loans at 


3J per cent. 


Although, as we have seen in a previous chapter 


(VI.), neither Scottish towns nor villages have yet 


been contributing much in the way of positive 


example, a Royal Commission on Housing (1913-14) 


has ranged over the country as well as the towns ; 


and from its evidence, necessarily largely of a kind to 


stagger civilisation, a correspondingly drastic Report 


cannot be wondered at. 
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Much disappointment has been felt by the long 


delay at Rosyth not without official obscurantism, 


and of the time-honoured tenacious standard of the 


Admiralty behind it where the one apparently 


assured new town of these islands has been put off 


year after year, with corresponding injury to the 


neighbouring burghs, and delay of what should 


already have been a great national example. With 


1914, however, this state of delay has ended, and a 


fair beginning has been assured with 1915. 


In Ireland the agricultural progress of the last half-


generation has found a notable expression of recent 


years, in a large measure of provision of dwellings 


for agricultural labourers, some 40,000 or more by the 


beginning of 1914. 


In Germany garden-city estates are of late being 
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developed, some ten or thereby up to 1912. In 


Ulm the combination of great municipal enterprise 


in land purchase, with corresponding regulation of 


town extension on garden- suburb lines, and exclusion 


of land-speculators accordingly, is rapidly making this 


one of the most well-developed of modern cities. 


For here we may set out below the great cathedral 


spire which is the city's historic centre, ramble out-


wards in well-nigh every direction through surviving 


medieval and renaissance beauty, and thence pass 


onwards into the growing area of modern town plan-


ning, without finding those zones of more or less paleo-


technic character with which we are so familiar. Such 


a city must thus rapidly overtake those of earlier and 
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ruder modern development ; and may well suggest 


the future of our own old-fashioned cities, like York, 
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for instance, especially as the advancing methods of 


electric power-transmission from not too distant 


collieries are borne in mind. In fact, is it not possible, 


even probable, that in course of the transition from 


paleotechnic industries to neotechnic civilisation, not 


a few such changes of relative importance may take 


place between town and town? 


Similar beginnings are in progress in other 


European countries ; not only in France, Italy, 


Hungary, and Sweden, countries all accessible to 


English ideas and initiatives, but upon a larger scale 


at several points in Spain ; where industrial and 


reconstructive movements have rapidly been growing, 


since the loss of the last provinces of her colonial 


empire turned public attention to the needs and 


possibilities of internal development. 


Most impressive, however, of all appeals to the 


civic; imagination, since deliberately renewing the 


central and initiative city of the cultural past of 


Occidental civilisation, is the present replanning of 


Athens ; and it is likewise no small evidence of the 


advance of town planning in this country, that the 
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designs chosen for this magnificent work should be 


from the not previously very Hellenic atmosphere of 


Lancaston by Mr T. H. Mawson, one of our most 


effective garden designers and writers, and prepared 


through large town-planning schemes in Canada and 
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elsewhere for this highest of town-planning oppor-


tunities. The wide bearing of this particular scheme, 


corresponding as it does with the rise of Greece, after 


her Turkish and Bulgarian campaigns, to a larger 


position in the near Eastern world, and to her still 


unsatisfied ambition of appeal to the Greek race, are 


manifest enough ; while for us Westerns the question 


arises may she not once more, as of old, have some-


thing to teach us ? There certainly is one lesson to 


begin with. A worthy metropolitan city has always 


been realised as a main national or imperial asset ; 


and sometimes also, as in Athens of old and again 


to-day (and of course supremely in the case of 


Jerusalem), as a centre of racial unity, and accord-
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ingly of spiritual appeal, in ways far exceeding 


boundaries and frontiers. 


Where in the world can be the next such ambitious 


civic development ? Not improbably in Dublin. 


There overcrowding and misery have at length be-


come acutely felt ; yet the memories of her metro-


politan past have long been renewing into an approach-


ing future ; and there, moreover, deepest, yet in 


their way most potent of all, there lie the tradition 


and pride of an ancient culture second only to that 


of Hellas, and more directly and deeply continuous 


with it than we realise in lands which have under-


gone the Roman influence, and thence had it more or 


less effaced or transformed by the barbarian invasions. 


In the present endeavour towards the replanning 


of Dublin, which has lately been made the subject 
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of an open competition by the generous initiative of 
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the Earl of Aberdeen, as in the preliminary Civic 


Exhibition promoted by his no less public-spirited 


consort, there has been from the first the same set of 


motives as in Athens. It will be said, and so far 


truly, that this coincidence has been for the most 


part unconscious ; but so much the better. The 


interest of Dublin as a reviving metropolis is not to 


Ireland only, nor even to the sister cities of Great 


Britain, much though these stand to gain, both 


commercially and culturally, by the rise of her wealth 


and influence : it appeals to the Irish race, through-


out the United States as throughout the Empire ; 


and thus, little though hotly opposed partisans may 


as yet see it, it will renew a too long interrupted 


bond for the whole English-speaking and Anglo-


Celtic world, as well as for the sea-divided kindred 


of the Gael. 


Returning thus by way of Dublin to home cities 


generally there are great elements of hope. A better 


attitude in town and county councils has been arising. 


Old councillors are improving or retiring ; and new 


ones are coming in who may be as yet immature, and 


only semi-articulate, but who are more awake to 
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public and civic interests, to the condition of the 


people, and their need of improved housing. There 


are also signs that the body of their constituents in 


the working-class may soon be interesting themselves 


in these problems, and this for their own sake ; and 


they even offer a fresh approach to that rise of money-
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wages on which labour agitation and endeavour have 


too predominantly specialised. The L.C.C. and 


leading municipalities throughout the country have, 


for a good many years past, been increasingly leavened 


by a growing minority of such councillors. Effective 


local and civic leadership began, even a generation 


ago, to appear. Thus, though estimates necessarily 


differ as to the political careers of Mr Chamberlain 


or of Lord Rosebery, all parties have agreed in 


appreciating the first as a great and constructive 


mayor of Birmingham, and in praising the record of 


the latter as the first chairman of the L.C.C. Yet 


the most eminent and effective civic career of our 
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time (we trust in the future typical, not exceptional 


as heretofore) has been that of a studious and 


strenuous Battersea engineer, who from lifelong local 


experience in his borough and larger responsibility 


for London, has risen to general civic legislation, as 


ruler over many cities. Mr Burns's Housing and 


Town Planning Act of 1910, and his vigilant ad-


ministration of it during its initiative years, have at 


length placed both these movements upon a new 


level of effective progress, and of public interest 


accordingly. The municipalities are thus aroused and 


stimulated. Through the establishment of a Town-


Planning Committee in each Corporation, a vast new 


field of usefulness is being opened for their constructive 


minds and efforts ; and though these members and 


staff are still for the most part but serving their 


apprenticeship, often late in life, in a new and complex 
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art. their work is proceeding apace, and with many 


elements of promise. In fact, a new spirit is abroad 
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in our towns, both in inquiry and in endeavour. 


It is beyond us here to particularise adequately, 


and it may seem invidious to select : enough here if 


we merely cite as examples of how our cities are 


entering on a constructive phase (1) the circular 


road system of Liverpool ; (2) the large town-planning 


schemes which are following upon the initial success 


of Harborne Garden Suburb with the recent extension 


of the municipal boundaries of Birmingham ; and, as 


greatest, (3) that immense endeavour towards co-


ordination of the increasing labyrinth and ever-


complicating maze of Greater London, for which 


Mr Burns has shepherded its innumerable local 


authorities, along with the L.C.C., to co-adjust their 


town-planning schemes, and needed roads, both radial 


and circumferential. The long-delayed town plan of 


London, and this at its vastest, is thus fairly in course 


of preparation, and it will be in broadly approximate 


draft before the new council-house is ready to receive 


it. The associated problems are all now coming up, 


as of open spaces on one hand, of railway development 


upon another. Here again it is encouraging to note 


that the Northern Junction Railway was in 1913 
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repulsed in four months' fight from drawing a reckless 


and widely destructive trench through the extending 


Hampstead Garden Suburb, and with further damage 


upon some of the best districts in North and West 


Lo ndon. Railway development is of course necessary ; 
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but the two generations are now ending in which 


ignorant directors and ruthless engineers, with scarce 


an idea of town planning among them, have been 


overriding the vital interests of cities, and with them 


even their own. The railway system is no longer 


above the community, even in houses of parliament 


so largely dominated by railway interests as have 


been ours. Here surely is a message of hope to sister 


American cities, where Juggernaut still drives his 


cars through the streets ! 


American cities, as we have already recognised, are 


actively entering upon an era of civic progress ; and 


the transition from abstract and barren politics to con-
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crete and constructive civics has nowhere more clearly 


begun. Of American city planning a crowded chapter 


might here be written, and followed by others on the 


improvement of smaller towns, even of villages ; and 


on rural development accordingly, culminating in that 


conservation of national resources which is now at 


many points being assured. Of great designers like 


the Olmsteds and their best pupils, of their con-


temporaries and rivals of this generation, as of the 


city development commissions and improvement 


trusts which have given them scope and means, it 


would be unpardonable, even in a general sketch like 


the present, to omit cordial appreciation ; and this 


not only of their actual work, but of its educative 


influence upon the Old World. From Olmsted's 


charming garden suburb of Brookline, which is the 


very jewel of Greater Boston, to the monumental 
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magnificence of renewing Washington, we would fain 


reproduce plans and give due account, and similarly 


from Mr Burnham's imposing and comprehensive 


schemes for Chicago, as from Mr John Nolen's ably 


conceived schemes of " Replanning of Smaller Cities." 


CF.NERAl. PLAN 
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Fid. 42. Parks and parkway girdle tor a small American city: Roanoke. 


Of nature reserves, great and small, of noble parks 


and city park-rings, of parkways and boulevards, of 


people's gardens and children's playgrounds, much 


also should be shown and said. For examples of 


civic magnificence choice would be not a little 


embarrassing, since we must consider not only the 


great; and old world -cities, like Boston and New 


York, but provincial capitals, from Albany westwards 
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and southwards ; while even what in this old country 
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would seem but minor towns are planning to have 


" civic centres " of the best. Universities alone would 


overflow the most compact of chapters with an out-


line bare at best ; and so on. In summary, then, we 


here abandon all attempt at summary : an entire 


volume, setting forth the " Civic Examples of 


America," is what is needed ; and this, it is to be 


hoped, some European city student and town planner 


may before long supply. 


It is thus in no ungenerous spirit, but an altogether 


friendly one, that we reluctantly devote the little space 


which remains to the less favourable side of American 


progress. Yet it would be altogether unduly opti-


mistic were we here to forget, as various groups of 


city improvers seem to do somewhat too readily, that 


neither town-halls nor civic centres, parks nor park-


ways beautiful, desirable, necessary, even urgent 
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though these undoubtedly are can abate the yet 


greater necessity and beauty, desirability and urgency 


of providing, more and more efficiently, for the homes 


of the people ; since these in great American towns, 


as in industrial England, are for the most part still 


but on a too paleotechnic level. But since it has 


been here impossible to do justice to the qualities of 


American towns, it is needful to leave to American 


writers the task of describing their defects. Mr 


Stead's well-intentioned criticisms of Chicago gave 


deep offence ; and this without his going fully into 


those defects of its housing and town planning which 


are at once a cause and consequence of social evils, 
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and act and react in vicious circles with them, just 


as in great cities of Europe. Enough here if it be 


frankly suggested, that the optimism of progress-


so long and strongly prevalent in the United 


States, and undeniably of so much more value 


to rapid material developments and to individual 
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energies than is the tone of pessimism too common 


in the Old World has yet been having its dis-


astrous side, blinding the public to that still too 


paleotechnic progress on which we have insisted 


in earlier chapters. Such prolonged optimism has 


had in it a good deal of what biologists call a 


"survival in isolation "- isolation from the older 


France which has meantime outlived the oratoric 


ecstasies of her political revolution, and from that 


older England which since Carlyle's and Ruskin's day 


has been increasingly outliving her orthodox political 


economy, with its mood of self- congratulation upon 


"our unparalleled material progress." 


Ot' American housing, then, the little that can 


here be said, may best be but to give two or three 


references. First, to the pioneering work and works 


of its housing reformers, like Dr Elgin Gould and 


Mr Lawrence Veiller ; of its Settlement workers, of 


whom Jane Addams is but the foremost; of its 


charities organisers, like Dr Devine. Second, to 


the later and rapidly growing literature of City 


Surveys on lines similar to those of Mr Booth's 


London or Marr's Manchester, but with due local 
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independence, and upon a more convenient and 
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workable scale, between the copiousness of Booth's 


volumes and the brevity of Marr's. 


The papers of recent Housing conferences, e.g., 


Cincinnati 1913, may also be referred to ; and in 


this last, as an excellent type, at once critical and 


constructive, we may cite the paper on " Garden 


Cities " by Mr George E. Hooker of the Chicago 


City Club, one of the first and most efficient of those 


rare guides of public opinion, in whom citizenship 


and journalism, and each at its best, unite. In this 


connection we may recall Mr Charles Ferguson's 


University Militant, and finally the chapter on 


" Civic Progress in America " in Mr Victor Branford's 


Interpretations and Forecasts, with its vivid insistence 


upon the steps of civic progress, from the paleotechnic 


slogan of " the City Big " to. the nascent neotechnic 


idealisms of " the City Beautiful," " the City Better," 
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and "the City at its Best." 


Much though our optimism as to the condition 


of the American (working) people may have been 


shaken down to its British level by periods of 


residence in New York, Chicago, and even Boston 


Settlements, by visits to Pittsburgh or St Louis, to 


Philadelphia or even to monumental Washington, 


hopefulness naturally renews itself in a Britisher 


when he turns to Canada. Surely in these new 


Canadian cities of whose progress we hear so much, 


alike from themselves direct, and in unparalleled 


literature of land and shipping advertisement, as 
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also at the centre of Empire, and even in those 


remotest vales and glens whose sturdiest sons are so 


largely emigrating thitherward there, if anywhere, 


we must look for working homes of real comfort, 


of true prosperity. The prosperous i'arming home-


stead is indeed fair to see ; and the uplift it expresses 
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from British labourer to Canadian yeoman-farmer is 


one of the greatest of social achievements ; the more 


since the destruction of the English yeornan, of the 


Scots cottar, has so long seemed irreparable. No 


wonder, then, that this admirable prospect should 


send a new hope through our working world, and 


bring out its sons by weekly thousands from single 


ports with every spring. But what becomes of those 


after all a great and necessarily ever-increasing 


majority to whom the yeoman's estate and well-


being and status remain unattainable ? Town life, 


of course, for the most part ; and so far, it may be, 


well : but at what level of town, on what plane of 


progress ? Still too much what they left at home, 


the paleotechnic ; and with its housing, at least at 


danger-points, trebly compressed first by the willing-


ness of the new colonist to " rough it a bit," so train-


ing him to accept (and to maintain) conditions of toil 


and even imperfections of sanitation he and his women-


folk would have complained of at home. Secondly, 


by construction, rendered costly, and this not simply 


by good wages, for that would not essentially delay 


com fort all round but, as so often for housing 


elsewhere, by the high price of building capital, 
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in its competition with other outlets. Thirdly, by 


the contagious frenzy of land and site speculation, 


which seems even to outrun the intensity of that 


mental, moral, and social disease even at its worst 


points in old Europe, but which we in Europe, 


with our innumerable high-dividend-paying Canadian 


Trust Companies are assiduously fomenting and 


exploiting in our turn. As with the United States, 


however, we may best leave the criticism of Canadian 


cities from the housing point of view to others ; in 


this case to the report of the man who most especially 


and completely combines the points of view of the 


experience of the workman, the builder, and the 


civic statesman Mr Henry Vivian, M.P., of whose 


co-partnership achievements we have already spoken 


(pp. 138-9). What, then, is his report ? Compressing 


it as we must, and fairly may do, does it not sub-


stantially coincide with that to which we came for 


our own cities (Chapter VI.), in their characteristic 
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product, tendency, and line of paleotechnic evolu-


tion as in too many points attaining positive slum-


dom, at others too largely on the way thither ? 


Australia, with its remoteness, its dreaded desert-


interior, its patriarchal wealth and pastoralism (not 


without Job-like risks of ruin), has not been attracting 


colonists in multitude, at any rate since its lures of 


gold were eclipsed by yet brighter ones in other lands ; 


and thus labour conditions in towns seem rising 


faster than in those of other new lands, whose con-


gestion is more continuous and more severe. Yet 
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how far have the political ambitions and constructive 


opportunities of its unprecedentedly successful and 


powerful Australian Labour Party as yet turned to 


the realities of life, as housers and town planners 


understand them ? Are we simply ignorant ; or are 


they, like their analogues at home for the most part, 


still largely playing at the old political game of party 
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" outs and ins," in which barristers and financiers are 


everywhere the real experts, as at best occasionally 


scoring amateurs ? From the facts that the British 


Association's 1914 visit to Australia has included 


Town Planning as a prominent feature of its economic 


section's programme, and that a leading Australian, 


as well as British, town-planning organiser and ex-


ponent, Mr C. C. Reade, with an expert colleague 


from the old country in Mr W. R. Davidge, have 


actively prepared the leading cities for this visit, 


there are good grounds for hoping that Housing and 


Town Planning may soon enter upon a new genera-


tion of activity in Australian cities, and that not 


contented with Canberra, however monumental a 


new Washington it may become the old lay-out 


of spaciously combined city parks and building 


areas which are the glory and fame of Adelaide, 


may be revived as again an example throughout 


the Commonwealth, and beyond. Again, that 


the natural beauty of Sydney be preserved and 


developed ; and so on throughout other cities, great 


and small. 


For the cities of South Africa from this distance, 
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and with the insufficient knowledge such remoteness 


involves, the situation seems broadly similar to that 


of Australia. But in India it is largely different, 


and still more beyond clear estimate from this 


distance. New Delhi in its imperial way can but be 


a greater Canberra ; but the problems of the great 


regional capitals are also coming forward. Bombay, 


with its expanded dock-system has new population-


growth to plan for : the authorities of Calcutta are 


at present studying the best utilisation of a sub-


stantial sum of five millions or thereby, obtained by 


the capitalisation of an Improvement Tax (a method 


which may reward study elsewhere) ; and at least 


one able and suggestive scheme for the improvement 


of that great city, not forgetting the abatement of 


its congestion, has already appeared, that of Mr 


Richards' stately volume on The Conditions, Improve-


ment and Town Planning of the City oj Calcutta 


and contiguous Area, a report by request of the 
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Calcutta Improvement Trust. Interest in city con-


ditions is also apparent in Madras; while to the 


cities of more than one of the feudatory princes, 


Mr Lanchester has of late given a fresh con-


structive impulse, and this expressed with a wise 


conservatism, a respect for Indian architecture, 


craftsmanship, and ways of life. 


Without entering unduly into imperial politics, it 


may here be recalled that city planning has ever 


been a part of imperial policy. But this is not 


permanently limited to the expression of the powers 
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and glories of the ruler or the state, as on the whole 


from imperial Rome to modern Paris or Berlin, and 


now from Whitehall to new Delhi. The people, in 


all cities alike, must increasingly ask, with homely 


directness, " Where and when are we to come in ? " 


At home we see the answers beginning to emerge, 


and housing neotechnic instead of paleotechnic as 
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one great part of it. But this involves a far more 


neotechnic order of civilisation generally, urban and 


rust ic alike, with bettered agriculture and civil 


engineering ; and further, an urban civilisation far 


more hygienic and more finely skilled, better organ-


ised in its mechanical, electrical, and manufacturing 


industries, in its commercial and financial order, 


in its education and culture, its administration and 


progress. What if this broad conception of general 


social evolution as from a paleotechnic to a 


neotechnic order of society, through development 


and transformation or replacement of our present 


methods of industrialism, transports, and commerce, 


with corresponding advance of and change in science 


and education, in finance and government correspond-


ingly be also broadly applicable to the Indian 


Empire as well ? This question would of course lead 


us far, yet in outline it may be simply stated. The 


beginnings of our Indian Empire were as a mercantile 


com pany ; of which the directors and clerks naturally 


evolved into an administration, and their factory 


guards into an army ; so that their transformation a 


couple of generations ago into an imperial adminis-
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tration and army was in principle natural enough, 


however catastrophic at the moment, and in detail. 


The impartial and non-commercial outlooks of these 


have obvious advantages. Yet as time has gone on 


this simple governmental structure, of traditional 


Civil Service and standing army, has been increasingly 


supplemented. Notably, for instance, by educational 


machinery, and still more in technical directions. 


Hence the railway and the road engineer, the forest 


conservator, even the botanic gardener ; then too the 


geological surveyor, and at length and above all from 


the peasants' point of view, and therefore increasingly 


the statesman's the irrigator, with his substantial 


recovery of the ancient past. The corresponding 


advance of agriculture, comparable not only to the 


renewal of Ireland, but this, in population and in 


area, for whole Irelands by the dozen, is plainly 
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approaching; and with this a renewal of education, 


and on lines widely different from that mingled 


bureaucracy of cram, pseudo-classical and pseudo-


utilitarian, of which the supremacy in India, as at 


home, is happily at length abating. With all these 


constructive changes must naturally come an increas-


ing well-being, both rustic and urban ; and its ex-


pression in bettered homes and villages and towns, in 


improving cities, and these from below and within, 


as well as from above and from without. 


Here, then, is the field for a further and fuller 


co-operation of East and West, one richer in mutual 


service than all the interchanges of John Company, 
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greater and stronger because more constructive than 


any preceding expressions of regional and civic well-


being, or even of imperial unity, in prosperity and 


peace. 
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In every way, then, and throughout the Dominions 


and Empire, as in the United States or at home, 


civic progress is beginning ; while in this, though the 


housing movement be of central importance, it again 


is but part of that general progress which it is our 


essential theme to insist upon from the present 


predominantly paleotechnic civilisation - - variously 


compounded in each place and phase of mechanical, 


militaristic, and monetary factors towards a higher 


neotechnic phase, characterised by finer industries and 


arts, by geotechnic and hygienic endeavour, by rustic 


and urban improvement ; and all involved with a 


corresponding rise of social and individual ideals and 


practice accordingly. , v 


We return thus to our own country. Encourag-


ing as are all these advances of Housing and Town 


Planning as compared with their earlier years, such 


progress still needs to be greatly accelerated, in view 


of the cities and populations to be reached. It is 


satisfactory to know that many schemes are even now 


before the Local Government Board, and that far 


more are in preparation : but even with all these, and 


the curve of uprise which they indicate, further 
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acceleration is needed. Hence aided alike by success-


ful examples, as of rural housing in Ireland, and by 


bitterness of need, as in the recently realised condition 
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of housing in Dublin the movements of Housing 


and Town Planning begin increasingly to engage the 


attention of Parliament, between times of more 


dramatic or more trivial excitements. These 


associated questions are thus maturing towards 


measures accordingly, and this among the active and 


socially awakening minds in every party. Witness 


the Housing Bill brought forward in 1914 by 


Opposition members (significantly by younger ones), 


and by the corresponding promises of the Government 


not to rest content with criticisms of this in detail, 


but to grapple with its problems before long, and 


comprehensively. We shall not enter here into the 


differences among the great parties ; nor yet simply 


rest content with the substantial measure of agree-


ment they show : but as we began by broadly and 
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generally outlining the great transition from a lower 


to a higher industrial and social economy, so let us 


continue. Hence, after concluding this chapter with 


its sketch of progress as yet attained, we may best 


apply our remaining space to the consideration of the 


educative resources of the movement, its Town 


Planning and Civic Exhibitions especially; and, above 


all, towards outlining these continued advances of 


social inquiry and survey, which are still needed in 


every community, great and small. For without such 


advances of fuller and better diagnosis before treat-


ment, municipal effort in detail, and parliamentary 


legislation in general, must remain in the immediate 


future too much as they have been in the past far less 
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wisely conservative, less progressively liberal, and less 


constructively social and vital than they both ere 


long may be. Can we but gain the needful civic and 


regional knowledge and insight, and the practical sym-


pathy and corresponding skill which these develop, 
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a new advance of our cities will have begun indeed, 


and a new uplift of civilisation may be well-nigh 


assured.
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